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Abstract—Cyclic delay diversity (CDD) is a simple and yet
effective transmit diversity technique. Thanks to its strong power
saving capability, CDD is very promising for green Internet
of Things (IoT) networks. However, the reduced degrees of
freedom in data transmission and the overhead of cyclic prefix
lead to unsatisfactory spectral efficiency (SE), hindering the
direct application of CDD to IoT networks where short-packet
communication prevails. To tackle this problem, in this paper, we
propose to convey additional information via the varying cyclic
delays for improving the SE of the CDD system based on the
concept of index modulation (IM), which applies to both OFDM
and cyclic-prefixed single-carrier (CPSC) signals. The methods to
generate all possible cyclic delays and the optimal receivers are
designed for both proposed systems. To aim at low computational
complexity, we further propose a suboptimal receiver for the
CDD-CPSC-IM system. Moreover, a closed-form upper bound on
the bit error rate (BER) of the CDD-OFDM-IM system is derived,
from which the coding gain is characterized. Simulation results
in terms of BER corroborate the analysis and the superiority of
the proposed systems over the pure CDD-OFDM and CDD-CPSC
systems, uncovering the potential of CDD in the application to
green IoT networks.

Index Terms—Cyclic delay diversity (CDD), index modulation
(IM), OFDM, single-carrier, permutation.

I. INTRODUCTION

CYCLIC DELAY DIVERSITY (CDD) [1] is a simple
and yet effective technique to achieve transmit diversity

that is scalable with the number of transmit antennas without
altering the receiver. Owing to its advantages, CDD has been
incorporated in the existing standards, such as IEEE 802.11ac,
IEEE 802.11n, and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) [2]. CDD was
first proposed for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) configurations [1]. It artificially inserts virtual echoes
into the effective channel to increase frequency selectivity by
transmitting the same OFDM signal from multiple antennas
with different delays, which are done in a cyclic manner such
that no extension of the guard interval is required to avoid
inter-symbol interference (ISI). The use of CDD essentially
transforms the spatial diversity into additional frequency diver-
sity from the neighboring subcarriers, which are less correlated
or even uncorrelated. Such property facilitates designs of
a simple and yet efficient channel estimation scheme by
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partitioning the neighboring subcarriers into sets [3], and a
differential modulation scheme that operates across the sets
to avoid the investment of more pilots to channel estimation
due to the reduced coherence bandwidth [4]. Moreover, thanks
to the diversity transformation, full diversity over multipath
fading channels that is a combination of full spatial and
frequency diversity can be achieved either from a space-time
coding point of view based on the design criteria derived
for space-time block codes [5] or by forward error control
(FEC) codes with a special frequency interleaving scheme
and multiple access strategy [6]. Specifically, for the latter,
the spatial diversity is exploited by channel coding over a set
of uncorrelated neighboring subcarriers while the frequency
diversity is obtained by distributing the sets over the entire
bandwidth.

CDD is favorable for cyclic-prefixed single-carrier (CPSC)
block transmission as unlike CDD-OFDM, CDD-CPSC can
harvest frequency diversity without FEC coding thanks to the
inherent coding across the band in SC systems [7]–[9]. For
CDD-CPSC, while the zero-forcing (ZF) receiver fails to pick
up any diversity gain, a simple minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) equalization can result in differing diversity orders
depending on the system parameters [7], as pure CPSC without
CDD [10]. Particularly, below a certain data rate threshold full
diversity is available to CDD-CPSC with the MMSE receiver,
although the diversity may diminish at higher rates. The loss
of diversity gains (at higher rates) is caused by the noise and/or
ISI enhancement for a linear frequency-domain equalizer. To
achieve no loss, and hence the maximum diversity gain at full
rate, non-linear equalizers, such as the block iterative gener-
alized decision feedback equalizer [8] and frequency-domain
Turbo equalizer [9], have been designed. Recently, the concept
of CDD has been transplanted to distributed antenna systems,
where the geographically separated single-antenna transmitters
cooperate to form virtual CDD-CPSC [2], [11], [13]. The
maximum diversity order of such distributed CDD system over
frequency-selective fading channels that is equal to the product
of the numbers of transmitters and multipath components is
proved to be achievable at full rate [2]. Distributed CDD has
gained much success in a wide range of applications, including
spectrum sharing [11], security communications [12], etc.
More recently, distributed CDD has been further extended
to distributed asynchronous CDD without requiring a tight
synchronization among the spatially distributed nodes [13].

Most of the above mentioned works on CDD-OFDM/CPSC
have concentrated on designing schemes to extract the maxi-
mum diversity gain. However, maximizing the diversity gain
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may lead to a reduction of spectral efficiency (SE) [14].
How to improve the SE while keeping the CDD-OFDM/CPSC
framework unchanged for standard conformability is thereby
an intriguing and challenging problem, especially for Internet
of Things (IoT) networks with short-packet communications,
where the CP occupies non-negligible bandwidth resource. To
solve this problem, we are motivated by the concept of the
recently emerging index modulation (IM) [15]–[20]. Here, IM
refers to a class of digital modulation techniques that leverage
upon the on-off state of the transmission entities such as
antenna, signal constellation, spreading code, and subcarrier to
convey information, which has been widely acknowledged as
a competitive candidate for next-generation wireless networks
[15], [18], [21]. Our idea is to encode the cyclic delays of all
transmit antennas for conveying additional information based
on the IM concept, where different delays are created from
two basic operations: delay permutation and delay shift. This
means that the antenna specific delays will be no longer fixed
as usual, but allowed to vary with random bits, leading to an
SE improvement.

A. Related Works

Using permutation as a means to convey information has a
history of more than 50 years [20]. In 1965, the first attempt,
called permutation modulation (PM), was made by permut-
ing the order of a set of numbers to generate transmission
codewords [22]. In fact, many recently proposed IM schemes,
including the famous spatial modulation [23], subcarrier index
modulation [24]–[26], differential spatial modulation [27],
and beamspace modulation [28], happen to follow the basic
permutation structure of PM [20]. More recently, the IM
concept has been exported to the permutation of diverse signal
constellations for OFDM transmission, which is referred to
as multiple-mode (MM-)OFDM-IM in [29]–[31]. In [29] and
[30], the guidelines for optimizing the performance of MM-
OFDM-IM were designed for supporting identical and non-
identical cardinalities of the signal constellations, respectively,
and the key is to ensure all signal constellations are as
distinguishable as possible. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, the PM or IM concept has not been developed
and applied to CDD systems with the objective of improving
the SE in the literature.

For the design of CDD systems including both CDD-OFDM
and (distributed) CDD-CPSC, a great deal of attention has
been previously paid to the choice of cyclic delays. There
were serval considerations for the delay selection, including
maximizing the frequency selectivity [5]–[7], [9], removing
ISI [13], facilitating channel estimation [13], and improving
data rate [33]. Usually, the maximum cyclic delay is preferred
as it results in the least overlap between the channel taps from
different antennas, and a transformation of spatial diversity
into the neighboring subcarriers [2], [6], [9]. However, no
matter which choice of cyclic delays is adopted, the cyclic
delays of all transmit antennas are always invariant during
communications, and they do not carry any information. It
is worthy noting that only the work of [7] has concerned
permutations of the cyclic delays. However, its purpose is

merely to pick out those candidates of cyclic delays ensuring
the exploitation of the full diversity.

B. Contribution

In contrast to existing works, our main contributions include
the following.

• We propose to index the cyclic delays of all transmit
antennas for improving the SE of the CDD system,
which applies to both OFDM and CPSC signals yield-
ing the so-called CDD-OFDM-IM and CDD-CPSC-IM,
respectively, in this paper. The diverse approaches of
creating all possible cyclic delays for CDD-OFDM-IM
and CDD-CPSC-IM are respectively designed, which
basically contain delay permutation and delay shift oper-
ations. In the design, the maximum frequency selectivity
and distinguishable effective channels serve as the criteria
to attain the advantages of both CDD and IM. The
SE improvement achieved by the CDD-OFDM-IM and
CDD-CPSC-IM systems is further characterized.

• The optimal receivers based on the maximum-likelihood
(ML) criterion are designed for both CDD-OFDM-IM
and CDD-CPSC-IM systems. To reduce the high compu-
tational complexity of the optimal ML detection due to
the involved multiple fast Fourier transform (FFT) opera-
tions, we further propose a symbol-wise low-complexity
receiver for the CDD-CPSC-IM system, which detects
the IM and symbol bits sequentially. Moreover, an upper
bound on the BER of the CDD-OFDM-IM system is
derived in closed-form, from which the coding gain is
further characterized.

• Extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations are con-
ducted to investigate the performance of the CDD-
OFDM-IM and CDD-CPSC-IM systems, and the impact
of system parameters in terms of uncoded BER. The pure
CDD-OFDM and CDD-CPSC schemes without IM are
taken as benchmark schemes for comparison. Simulation
results corroborate the analysis and the superiority of
the proposed schemes over the benchmarks. It is also
shown that significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains
can be attained by the proposed schemes for short-packet
communications.

C. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the transceiver frameworks of CDD-OFDM-IM and
CDD-CPSC-IM. The methods of generating cyclic delay can-
didates for CDD-OFDM-IM and CDD-CPSC-IM are detailed
in Section III. Section IV designs the optimal ML receivers
for both CDD-OFDM-IM and CDD-CPSC-IM, and low-
complexity suboptimal receiver for CDD-CPSC-IM. Then,
the BER upper bounds on both systems are derived and the
corresponding BER asymptotic performance is characterized.
Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver which operate according to an OFDM transmission scheme, wherein the transmitter transmits additional
information using cyclic delay permutation. When using a CPSC transmission scheme, the IFFT and FFT operations in the red dashed boxes need to be
removed.

D. Notation

Upper and lower case boldface letters denote matrices and
column vectors, respectively. (·)T , (·)H , and (·)−1 represent
transpose, Hermitian transpose, and inversion operations, re-
spectively. ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector. b·c
denotes the floor function that returns the largest integer less
than or equal to the argument. diag(·) defines the forming
function used to reshape the vector into a diagonal matrix.
IN denotes an N × N identity matrix. 1n×m and 0n×m
denote all-one and all-zero matrices of size n×m, respectively.
rank(·) denotes the matrix rank. min{·, ·} and max{·, ·} return
the largest and smallest numbers between the arguments,
respectively. P{X} denotes the probability of the event X .
CN (µ,Σ) denotes the distribution of a circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix Σ
and mean µ. EX{·} denotes the expectation over the random
variable X .

II. TRANSCEIVER FRAMEWORKS OF CDD-OFDM-IM
AND CDD-CPSC-IM SYSTEMS

In this section, we first consider an OFDM transmission
scheme operating over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading
channels. The transceiver frameworks of CDD-OFDM-IM and
CDD-CPSC-IM systems are given in Fig. 1, in which the
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and FFT operations in
the red dashed boxes need to be removed when applying to
CPSC signals. Let M represent the number of transmit anten-
nas (TAs), denoted by TAi with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . The channel
from TAi to the receive antenna is described by the channel
impulse response (CIR) hi = [hi(1), hi(2), . . . , hi(Li)]

T ∼
CN (0Li×1,

1
Li

ILi) with a delay spread of Li taps in the time
domain. We assume that the transmit antennas are placed
sufficiently apart such that the channels hi’s are individually
independent fading. Moreover, we assume that the channels
hi’s remain constant during the transmission of one OFDM
block and the number of samples in the cyclic prefix (CP),
denoted by L, is not less than the maximum delay spread of
all the channels to avoid ISI, i.e., L ≥ max{L1, L2, . . . , LM}.

A. Conventional CDD-OFDM

At the transmitter, a block of N frequency-domain symbols,
denoted by xF , [S1, S2, . . . , SN ]

T , is first converted into the
time-domain version, denoted by xT , [s1, s2, . . . , sN ]

T , via
an N -point IFFT. In the conventional CDD-OFDM scheme,
the first TA transmits the data block xT with no time delay,
i.e., ∆1 = 0, and TAi with i = 2, 3, . . . ,M transmit different
cyclically delayed versions of the vector xT. The cyclic delay
in each antenna path can be expressed by

∆i = ∆(i− 1), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (1)

where ∆ is the delay spacing measured in terms of the number
of sample points with 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ N−1

M−1 . Let xT(∆i) denote
the vector xT cyclically shifted by a number of positions ∆i,
which can be expressed by

xT(∆i) =

{
xT, ∆i = 0

P∆i

N xT, ∆i > 0
(2)

where P∆i

N is the ∆i-th power of the cyclic permutation matrix
PN given by

PN =

[
01×(N−1) 1

IN−1 0(N−1)×1

]
. (3)

Then, each cyclically delayed copy xT(∆i) is appended by the
corresponding CP and transmitted from TAi. At the receiver,
after removing the CP and performing the N -point FFT, the
received block in the frequency domain is given by

yF =

M∑
i=1

XihF,i + nF (4)

where Xi = diag(xF,i) is the diagonal matrix of the OFDM
block transmitted by TAi (i.e., xF,i), nF ∼ CN (0N×1, N0IN )
is the noise samples in the frequency domain, and hF,i =
FNh0

i is the channel frequency response (CFR) of the cor-
responding path: FN is the N -by-N discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) matrix with FHNFN = IN and h0

i is the zero-
padded version of the vector hi with length N , i.e., h0

i =
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[
hTi 01×(N−Li)

]T
. The OFDM block xF,i is given by

xF,i = FNxT(∆i) = Λ(∆i)FNxT (5)

where Λ(∆i) = diag
([

1, e−j
2π∆i
N , . . . , e−j

2π∆i
N (N−1)

])
and

xF = FNxT. In other words, the cyclic delay in the time
domain is converted into a phase factor in the frequency
domain. By defining X = diag (xF), (4) can be expressed
as

yF =

M∑
i=1

Λ(∆i)XhF,i + nF. (6)

B. Proposed CDD-OFDM-IM

Unlike the conventional CDD-OFDM scheme, this mapping
method is not only carried out by the modulated data symbols,
but also by means of the cyclic delays in different antenna
paths. Inspired by the IM concept, additional information bits
are transmitted by the permutation of the cyclic delays. As
shown in Fig. 1, a total of p information bits are divided into
two parts: the first part containing p1 bits is mapped onto
a discrete signal constellation to determine the data symbols
that form the OFDM block to be transmitted; the second part
containing p2 bits is used for permuting the cyclic delays. Let
K = {∆k1 ,∆k2 , . . . ,∆kM } denote the cyclic delays, where
∆ki is the cyclic delay in the i-th antenna path, given by

∆ki = ∆(ki − 1) (7)

with ki ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} and ki 6= ki′ if i 6= i′ for all
i, i′ = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Taking M = 2 as an example, there are
two possible permutations of the cyclic delays: K = {0,∆}
(i.e., k1 = 1, k2 = 2) and K = {∆, 0} (i.e., k1 = 2, k2 = 1). It
is worth pointing out that introducing a phase factor equal to
or greater than the minimum phase difference of the adopted
constellation will result in ambiguity in signal detection.
Considering C-ary phase shift keying (PSK) for simplicity, the
delay spacing needs to satisfy 1 ≤ ∆ ≤ N/C−1. On the other
hand, we note that given M , there are in total M ! possible
permutations of the cyclic delays. Therefore, the number of
information bits carried by the permutation of the cyclic delays
is given by

p2 = blog2(M !)c (8)

which implies that K has 2p2 possible realizations. For the
total number of information bits carried by the modulated data
symbols, we have

p1 = N log2(C). (9)

Consequently, the spectral efficiency of the CDD-OFDM-IM
scheme is given by

SECDD-OFDM-IM =
p

N + L
=
N log2(C) + blog2(M !)c

N + L
(10)

bits per second per Hertz (bps/Hz).

C. Conventional CDD-CPSC

Unlike the CDD-OFDM scheme, the delay spacing ∆
in the conventional CDD-CPSC scheme is designed to be

not less than the maximum channel delay spread to avoid
ISI. Specifically, by defining P0

N , IN , the input-output
relationship in the time domain is given by

yT =

M∑
i=1

HixT(∆i) + nT =

M∑
i=1

HiP
∆i

N xT + nT (11)

where ∆i = ∆(i− 1), and

Hi =



hi(1) . . . 0 . . . hi(2)
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

hi(Li − 1)
. . . 0

. . . hi(Li)

hi(Li)
. . . hi(1)

. . . 0
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

0 . . . hi(Li) . . . hi(1)


.

We can rewrite (11) as the following equivalent expression

yT =

M∑
i=1

SP∆i

N h0
i + nT = ShT + nT

where

S =


s1 sN . . . s3 s2

s2 s1 . . . s4 s3

...
...

. . .
...

...
sN−1 sN−2 . . . s1 sN
sN sN−1 . . . s2 s1


and hT =

∑M
i=1 P∆i

N h0
i . In other words, the cyclic delays on

the symbol xT are converted into that of the corresponding
channels. By letting ∆ = L, hT is given by

hT =
[
hT1 ,01×(L−L1),h

T
2 ,01×(L−L2), . . . ,h

T
M ,

01×(L−LM ),01×(N−ML)

]T
(12)

such that the multi-input single-output (MISO) channel degen-
erates to a single-input single-output (SISO) channel.

D. Proposed CDD-CPSC-IM

Similar to the CDD-OFDM-IM scheme, the CDD-CPSC-
IM system transmits additional information bits by means of
the permutation of the cyclic delays in the antenna paths.
Specifically, a total of p information bits are divided into two
parts: the first part of p1 bits are mapped onto a discrete
signal constellation to determine the data symbols xT to be
transmitted; the second part of p2 bits are used for permuting
the cyclic delays in the antenna paths. Assume that the cyclic
delays in the antenna paths are given by

∆ki = ∆(ki − 1), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (13)

where {k1, k2, . . . , kM} is the permutation of the antenna
indice. Unlike the conventional CDD-CPSC scheme in which
∆ = L, we let ∆ = max {L, bN/Mc} for the CDD-CPSC-
IM scheme. Let us take L = 1, M = 2 and N = 4
as an example, yielding ∆ = 2. There are two possible
permutations: {k1 = 1, k2 = 2} and {k1 = 2, k2 = 1}.
In other words, for {k1 = 1, k2 = 2}, [s1, s2, s3, s4]

T and
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[s3, s4, s1, s2]
T are transmitted by the first and second TA,

respectively; for {k1 = 2, k2 = 1}, [s3, s4, s1, s2]
T and

[s1, s2, s3, s4]
T are transmitted by the first and second TA,

respectively; where xT = [s1, s2, s3, s4]
T is the data block

to be transmitted with no delay. We note that the case of
{k1 = 2, k2 = 1} with xT = [s1, s2, s3, s4]

T being the data
block to be transmitted with no time delay is exactly the same
as the case of {k1 = 1, k2 = 2} with xT = [s3, s4, s1, s2]

T .
Therefore, in order to avoid ambiguity in signal detection, we
consider the first data sample in the vector xT as an anchor
point. Let us denote the data block with an anchor in the first
sample point as x̃T = xT �

[
j,11×(N−1)

]T
, where j =

√
−1

and � represents the Hadamard product. Therefore, the input-
output relationship in the time domain is given by

yT =

M∑
i=1

HiP
∆ki

N x̃T + nT (14)

=
M∑
i=1

(S�D)P
∆ki

N h0
i + nT = S̃hT,K + nT (15)

where D is a diagonal matrix in which the main diagonal
entries are j and all off-diagonal entries are one, S̃ = S�D,
and

hT,K =

M∑
i=1

P
∆ki

N h0
i

=
[
hTk1

,01×(∆−Lk1
),h

T
k2
,01×(∆−Lk2

), . . . ,h
T
kM ,

01×(∆−LkM ),01×(N−M∆)

]T
. (16)

It is worth pointing out that the CDD-CPSC-IM system is lim-
ited to using a number of transmit antennas which correspond
with the ratio of the number of subcarriers to the length of the
maximum channel delay spread, i.e., M ≤ N/L. Whereas
the CDD-OFDM-IM system is limited to using a number
of transmit antennas which correspond with the ratio of the
number of subcarriers to the size of the signal constellation,
i.e., M ≤ N/C. The number of information bits carried by the
permutation of the cyclic delays is given by p2 = blog2(M !)c,
and the spectral efficiency of the CDD-CPSC-IM scheme is
given by

SECDD-CPSC-IM =
p

N + L

=
N log2(C) + blog2(M !)c

N + L
bps/Hz. (17)

III. EXTENSION OF CDD-OFDM-IM AND
CDD-CPSC-IM

In this section, we present two methods to generate cyclic
delay candidates for improving the SE performance of CDD-
OFDM-IM and CDD-CPSC-IM systems.

A. Enhanced CDD-OFDM-IM Scheme

We note that the conventional CDD-OFDM system is lim-
ited to using a number of transmit antennas equal to that of
sample points in the OFDM block. In practice, due to the
high cost of radio frequency chains, the number of transmit

antennas is usually less than that of samples in the OFDM
block (e.g., N = 64). Therefore, we exploit the fact of
M < N by introducing an initial cyclic delay to each of
the antenna paths, by which additional information bits are
transmitted. Specifically, a total of p information bits are
divided into three parts: the first part containing p1 bits is
mapped onto a discrete signal constellation to determine the
data symbols that form the OFDM block to be transmitted;
the second part containing p2 bits is used for permuting the
cyclic delays; and the third part containing p3 bits is used
for determining the initial cyclic delay. Let ∆0 denote the
initial cyclic delay on the OFDM symbol. Then, the cyclic
delay in the i-th antenna path is given by ∆0 + ∆ki , where
∆ki with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M is given by (7). We note that
the total delay spread between all of the antenna paths can
be no more than the duration of the OFDM symbol, i.e.,
max
i
{∆0 +∆ki}−min

i
{∆0 +∆ki} < N . Therefore, the initial

cyclic delay can be no more than min{N−∆(M−1), N/C}.
In order to maximize the spectral efficiency, we let ∆ = 1,
such that 0 ≤ ∆0 ≤ min{N −M,N/C − 1}. Consequently,
the number of information bits carried by the initial cyclic
delay is given by

p3 = blog2(min{N −M + 1, N/C})c . (18)

The number of additional information bits carried by the cyclic
delays in the antenna paths is p2 +p3 in total, and the spectral
efficiency of the enhanced CDD-OFDM-IM (E-CDD-OFDM-
IM) system is given by

SEE-CDD-OFDM-IM =
N log2(C) + blog2(M !)c

N + L

+
blog2(min{N −M + 1, N/C})c

N + L
bps/Hz.

(19)

On the other hand, we note that the initial cyclic delay
is limited by the minimum phase difference of the adopted
signal constellation when C ≥ N/(N − M + 1). By re-
laxing the fixed delay interval condition, the total delay
spread between all of the antenna paths can be extended
to the duration of the OFDM symbol Specifically, Let I =
{∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆M} denote the cyclic delays in increasing
order, where ∆1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,min{N −M,N/C − 1}} and
∆i ∈ {∆i−1+1, . . . ,min{N−M+i,∆i−1+N/C}−1} with
i = 2, . . . ,M . Apparently, I has more possible realizations
than the initial cyclic delay, so that more additional informa-
tion bits can be transmitted. This method is referred to as
E-CDD-OFDM-IM 2 in the simulations.

B. Enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM Scheme

In order to improve the spectral efficiency of the CDD-
CPSC-IM system, the equivalent SISO channel hT,K of length
N is split into M subblock. Each subblock of length ∆ is

given by hT,K,i =
[
hTk1

,01×(∆−Lk1
)

]T
with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M .

For each subblock, an initial cyclic delay is introduced, by
which additional information bits are transmitted. Specifically,
a total of p information bits are divided into three parts: the
first part containing p1 bits is mapped onto a discrete signal
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constellation to determine the data symbols that form the
OFDM block to be transmitted; the second part containing
p2 bits is used for permuting the cyclic delays; and the third
part containing p3 bits is used for determining the initial
cyclic delays in the antenna paths. Let us denote ∆0,i as the
initial cyclic delay in the i-th antenna path, then we have the
corresponding subblock given by

h̃T,K,i =
[
01×∆0,i ,h

T
k1
,01×(∆−Lki−∆0,i)

]T
. (20)

From (20), we see that the initial cyclic delays can take
values from the interval [0,∆ − Lki ]. Therefore, the number
of information bits carried by the initial cyclic delays is given
by

p4 = M blog2(∆− L+ 1)c . (21)

The number of additional information bits carried by the cyclic
delays in the antenna paths is p2 +p4 in total, and the spectral
efficiency of the enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM (E-CDD-CPSC-
IM) system is given by

SEE-CDD-CPSC-IM =
N log2(C) + blog2(M !)c

N + L

+
M blog2(∆− L+ 1)c

N + L
bps/Hz. (22)

Since the cyclic delay in the i-th antenna path is

∆i = ∆ki + ∆0,i (23)

the equivalent SISO channel is given by

h̃T,K=
[
01×∆0,1

,hTk1
,01×(∆−Lk1

−∆0,1+∆0,2), . . . ,h
T
kM ,

01×(N−M∆−LkM−∆0,M )

]T
. (24)

IV. RECEIVER DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Receiver Design

1) ML Receiver for CDD-OFDM-IM: At the receiver, af-
ter removing the CP and performing the N -point FFT, the
received block in the frequency domain is given by

yCDD-OFDM-IM
F =

M∑
i=1

Λ(∆ki)XhF,i + nF

= X

M∑
i=1

Λ(∆ki)hF,i + nF. (25)

For the conventional CDD scheme, the phase factors caused
by the cyclic delays are known by the receiver and thus
can be perfectly removed via channel equalization before
signal detection. However, in the CDD-OFDM-IM scheme,
the phase factors carry the information to be retrieved. In other
words, the receiver needs to detect both the cyclic delay/phase
factor in each antenna path and the constellation symbols. By
searching for all possible permutations of the cyclic delays and
the signal constellation points, the optimal ML detector makes
a joint decision on the permutation of the cyclic delays and

the modulated symbols by minimizing the Euclidean distance,
as follows:(

K̂, x̂F

)
= arg min

K,xF

∥∥∥∥∥yCDD-OFDM-IM
F −X

M∑
i=1

Λ(∆ki)hF,i

∥∥∥∥∥
2

.

(26)

We note that given any K, (26) can be simplified to

x̂F,K = arg min
xF

∥∥yCDD-OFDM-IM
F − xF � hF,K

∥∥2
(27)

= arg min
xF

∥∥∥diag (hF,K)
−1

yCDD-OFDM-IM
F − xF

∥∥∥2

(28)

where hF,K =
∑M
i=1 Λ(∆ki)hF,i. Due to the independence

between the subcarriers, each symbol in (27) can be decoded
independently.

2) ML Receiver for CDD-CPSC-IM: Let us define hT,K =

[h1, h2, . . . , hN ]
T . We can rewrite (15) as

yT = HT,KxT �
[
j,11×(N−1)

]T
+ nT (29)

where

HT,K =


h1 hN . . . h3 h2

h2 h1 . . . h4 h3
...

...
. . .

...
...

hN−1 hN−2 . . . h1 hN
hN hN−1 . . . h2 h1

 . (30)

The optimal ML detector jointly determines the permutation
of the cyclic delays and the constellation symbols by searching
for all possible permutations of the cyclic delays and the signal
constellation points (to minimize the Euclidean distance), as
shown below:(

K̂, x̂T

)
= arg min

K,xT

∥∥∥yT −HT,KxT �
[
j,11×(N−1)

]T∥∥∥2

.

(31)

We note that since the N constellation symbols and K respec-
tively have CN = 2p1 and 2p2 possible realizations, the search
complexity in (31) is of order CN2p2 = 2p.

3) Low-complexity Receiver for CDD-CPSC-IM: To reduce
the high computational complexity of the optimal ML detec-
tion due to the involved FFT operations, we further propose a
symbol-wise low-complexity receiver for the CDD-CPSC-IM
system, which detects the IM and symbol bits sequentially.
Specifically, given K, some linear equalizations (such as the
zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE)
equalizations can be applied before decoding the transmitted
block xT. After performing ZF equalization, which is given
by vZF = H−1

T,K, the output of the ZF equalizer is given by

x̃ZF,K = H−1
T,KyT �

[
−j,11×(N−1)

]T
= xT + H−1

T,KnT �
[
−j,11×(N−1)

]T
. (32)

Although the linear ZF receiver is simple, the MMSE equal-
ization, which is given by

vMMSE =

(
HH

T,KHT,K +
1

ρ
IN

)−1

HH
T,K (33)
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Ẽ = E




FNh0

1

(
h0

1

)H
FHN FNh0

1

(
h0

2

)H
FHN . . . FNh0

1

(
h0
M

)H
FHN

FNh0
2

(
h0

1

)H
FHN FNh0

2

(
h0

2

)H
FHN . . . FNh0

2

(
h0
M

)H
FHN

...
...

. . .
...

FNh0
M

(
h0

1

)H
FHN FNh0

M

(
h0

2

)H
FHN . . . FNh0

M

(
h0
M

)H
FHN




(a)
=


FNE

{
h0

1

(
h0

1

)H}
FHN 0N×N . . . 0N×N

0N×N FNE
{

h0
2

(
h0

2

)H}
FHN . . . 0N×N

...
...

. . .
...

0N×N 0N×N . . . FNE
{

h0
M

(
h0
M

)H}
FHN



=


FNE1F

H
N 0N×N . . . 0N×N

0N×N FNE2F
H
N . . . 0N×N

...
...

. . .
...

0N×N 0N×N . . . FNEMFHN

 (42)

where (a) is obtained due to the mutual independence of the channels hi’s, and Ei =

[
1
Li

ILi 0Li×(N−Li)
0(N−Li)×Li 0Li×Li

]
.

can take advantage of the diversity of the CDD-CPSC systems.
The output of the MMSE equalizer is given by

x̃MMSE,K=

(
HH

T,KHT,K+
1

ρ
IN

)−1

HH
T,KyT �

[
−j,11×(N−1)

]T
.

(34)

At high SNR, (34) can be simplified to

x̃MMSE,K = xT+
(
HH

T,KHT,K

)−1

HH
T,KnT �

[
−j,11×(N−1)

]T
.

(35)

Both of the vectors x̃ZF,K and x̃MMSE,K are sufficient statistics
to detect xT from yT. Let x̃K , [s̃K,1, s̃K,2, . . . , s̃K,N ]

T denote
the output of the linear equalizer. Then, each symbol in x̃K is
demodulated independently, i.e.,

ŝK,i = arg min
s∈C
|s̃K,i − s|2 (36)

where ŝK,i denotes the hard decision on s̃K,i and C contains
all possible constellation points. Then the estimate of K is
given by

K̂ = arg min
K

∥∥∥yT −HT,Kx̂T,K �
[
j,11×(N−1)

]T∥∥∥2

(37)

where x̂T,K , [ŝK,1, ŝK,2, . . . , ŝK,N ]
T , and the estimate of xT

is given by x̂T = x̂T,K̂. The search complexity of this symbol-
wise low-complexity receiver is of order CN2p2 .

B. Performance Analysis

In this section, we characterize the average bit error prob-
ability (ABEP) and the coding gain of the CDD-OFDM-IM
scheme using the ML detector in (26), which are also the lower
bounds to the CDD-CPSC-IM scheme with the ML detection.
We define ρ , Eb/N0 as the SNR with Eb = (N + L)/p
being the average transmitted energy per bit.

1) Average Bit Error Probability: We use the following
matrix notation for the input-output relationship in (25)

yCDD-OFDM-IM
F = WhF + nF (38)

where W = X
[
Λ(∆k1

), . . . ,Λ(∆kM )
]

= XΛ̄ and hF = hF,1
...

hF,M

. If W is transmitted and it is erroneously detected as

Ŵ, the conditional pairwise error probability (PEP) expression
for this model is given by

P
(
W→ Ŵ|hF

)
= Q

(√
δ

2N0

)
(39)

where δ =
∥∥∥(W − Ŵ

)
hF

∥∥∥2

= hHF AhF with A = (W −
Ŵ)H(W − Ŵ). We use the following approximation of the
Gaussian Q-function

Q(x) ∼=
1

12
exp

(
−x2/2

)
+

1

4
exp

(
−2x2/3

)
. (40)

Then, the unconditional PEP is obtained by

P
(
W→ Ŵ

)
∼= EhF

{
1

12
exp (−q1δ) +

1

4
exp (−q2δ)

}
(41)

where q1 = 1/(4N0) and q2 = 1/(3N0). To calculate the
expectation in (41), we define Ẽ = E

{
hFh

H
F

}
, which can be

calculated as (42), shown at the top of the page. Based on the
probability density function of hF given as

f(hF) =
π−MN

det(K̃)
exp

(
−hHF K̃−1hF

)
(43)
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the unconditional PEP in (41) is given by

P
(
W→ Ŵ

)
∼=

1/12

det(IMN + q1K̃A)
+

1/4

det(IMN + q2K̃A)
.

(44)

Based on (44), the ABEP of the OFDM-CDD-IM scheme can
be evaluated by

Pb ≈
1

2p

∑
W

∑
Ŵ

P
(
W→ Ŵ

) e(W,Ŵ
)

p
(45)

where e(W,Ŵ) denotes the number of bit errors for the
pairwise error event (W→ Ŵ).

2) Coding Gain: We define Cα = IMN+qαK̃A = IMN+
qαB with α = 1, 2. Then, we have

det(Cα) =

MN∏
=1

λ(Cα) =

r∏
=1

(1 + qαλ(B)) (46)

where λ(·) represents the -th eigenvalue of a matrix, and
r = rank(B) 6 min(rank(K̃), rank(A)). For large enough
SNR, we have qα � 1, so that the above determinant can be

approximated as: det(Cα) w qrα
r∏
=1

λ(B); and (44) can be

rewritten as

P
(
W→ Ŵ

)
w

(
12qr1

r∏
=1

λ(B)

)−1

+

(
4qr2

r∏
=1

λ(B)

)−1

=

(
r∏
=1

λ(B)

)−1(
4r

12
+

3r

4

)
Nr

0 . (47)

We can conclude from (47) that the diversity order of the
OFDM-CDD-IM system is determined by r, which can take
values from the interval [1,MN ]. For larger r, the uncondi-
tional PEP in (47) decays faster with SNR. This means that at
high SNR, the higher order terms with r > 1 in (45) can be
neglected and the ABEP is determined by the terms of order
r = 1. We note that r = rank(A) = 1 when the receiver
correctly detects the cyclic delays in the antenna paths and
makes a single decision error out of N constellation symbols.
When r = 1, (47) can be simplified as

P
(
W→ W̃

)
w

13

12
λ−1

1 (B)N0 (48)

where W̃ represents an error detection with only one single
symbol decision error. Moreover, the conditional PEP of the
only single error decision on the n-th constellation symbol
is defined as P

(
W→ W̃|n

)
, where n takes values from

the interval [1, N ]. Then, the ABEP of the only single error
decision on the n-th constellation symbol can be evaluated as

Pb(n) =
N

p

1

2p

∑
W

∑
W̃

P
(
W→ W̃|n

)
e(W,W̃) (49)
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E-CDD-OFDM-IM+ML

E-CDD-OFDM-IM 2+ML

Fig. 2. Performance comparison between OFDM without CDD, conventional
CDD-OFDM, CDD-OFDM-IM, and enhanced CDD-OFDM-IM schemes.

and the asymptotic ABEP of the OFDM-CDD-IM scheme can
be approximated as

Pb ≈
1

N

N∑
n=1

Pb(n). (50)

We note that the conventional CDD where the receiver knows
a priori the cyclic delays in the antenna paths is a special
case of the OFDM-CDD-IM scheme with p = p1. Therefore,
the asymptotic ABEP of the CDD scheme can be expressed
by (50) as well. At the same SNR, the ratio of the ABEP of
the OFDM-CDD-IM scheme to that of the conventional CDD
scheme is given by

ν =
N/p

N/p1
· N0

(p/p1)N0
=

p2
1

(p1 + p2)2
. (51)

Therefore, the coding gain achieved by the OFDM-CDD-IM
scheme is R = 1/ν = (p/p1)2. From (51), it can be observed
that the coding gain is contributed by the ratio of the number
of bits carried on each subcarrier and the ratio of the noise
variances.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, numerical simulation results are provided to
evaluate the performance of the CDD-OFDM-IM and CDD-
CPSC-IM systems as well as validate the theory analysis
in Section IV-B. The bit error rate (BER) is chosen as
the performance metric. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
modulation is used. The number of sample points or time slots
in each block is N = 8. We assume that all channels have the
same number of taps in time domain for simplicity. We set
L1 = L2 = 3, and the CP length is L = 3. The number of
transmit antennas is M = 2. The pure CDD-OFDM and CDD-
CPSC schemes without IM are taken as benchmark schemes
for comparison. The OFDM and CPSC transmissions without
CDD are also considered as benchmarks for comparison, in
which each transmit antenna sends the same data streams. In
other word, there is no delay between the transmit antennas.
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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CDD-OFDM-IM

CDD-OFDM-IM theo.

BER of IM bits

CDD-OFDM

CDD-OFDM theo.

Fig. 3. Comparison between conventional CDD-OFDM and CDD-OFDM-IM
with ML detection.

We compare in Fig. 2 the performance of the CDD-OFDM-
IM and two enhanced CDD-OFDM-IM schemes with the
benchmark schemes. We can see that the pure CDD-OFDM
without IM achieves almost the same BER performance as the
OFDM transmission without CDD, while the family of CDD-
OFDM with IM achieves a significant BER gain over them. In
particular, the enhanced CDD-OFDM-IM 2 achieves about 3.5
dB SNR gain over the pure CDD-OFDM scheme without IM.
As seen from Fig. 3, the CDD-OFDM-IM scheme achieves
about 1 dB SNR gain over the pure CDD-OFDM scheme
without IM, which corroborates the accuracy of the analytical
coding gain as 10 log10(R) = 20 log10(p/p1) = 1.0231 dB.
On the other hand, the error rate of the IM bits decays with
SNR much faster than that of the constellation symbol bits
which determines the BER of the CDD-OFDM-IM scheme at
high SNR. This is expected since the information carried by
IM has higher reliability such that can be used to broadcast
control signaling.

The performance comparison between the CPSC transmis-
sion without CDD, CDD-CPSC without IM, CDD-CPSC-
IM, and enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM is provided in Figs. 4
and 5, where receivers employ ZF and MMSE equalizations,
respectively. It can be observed in Fig. 4 that the BER
performance of the CDD-CPSC-IM using a ZF equalizer is
lower bounded by that of the CDD-OFDM-IM scheme. With
the same ZF/MMSE receiver, the ABER performance of the
CDD-CPSC-IM scheme is slightly better than that of the
CDD-CPSC schemes without IM. Compared to the CDD-
CPSC-IM scheme, the enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM scheme has
a higher spectral efficiency, but its ABER performance is
slightly worse. There is a trade-off between the system spectral
efficiency and the ABER performance. On the other hand, the
MMSE receiver is superior to the ZF receiver, especially at
high SNR. This can be understood by the fact that the MMSE
receiver is information lossless.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

SNR (dB)

10
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-3

10
-2

10
-1

B
E
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no CDD+ZF

CDD-CPSC+ZF

CDD-CPSC-IM+ZF

CDD-OFDM-IM theo.

IM bits of CDD-CPSC-IM

E-CDD-CPSC-IM+ZF

Fig. 4. Performance comparison between CPSC transmission without CDD,
conventional CDD-CPSC, CDD-CPSC-IM, and enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM
schemes with the ZF receiver.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between CPSC transmission without CDD,
conventional CDD-CPSC, CDD-CPSC-IM, and enhanced CDD-CPSC-IM
schemes with the MMSE receiver.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed CDD-OFDM-IM and CDD-
CPSC-IM to improve the SEs of CDD systems with OFDM
and CPSC transmissions, respectively. The proposed schemes
include the functions of both CDD and IM, thereby inheriting
both advantages. Optimal and/or suboptimal low-complexity
receivers have been designed for the CDD-OFDM-IM and
CDD-CPSC-IM systems. The BER performance of both pro-
posed systems has been further evaluated with theoretically
derived upper bounds, and been compared with that of pure
CDD-OFDM and CDD-CPSC systems without IM. Simulation
results have verified the accuracy of the analysis and the
advantages of the proposed systems.
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